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The highest good is like water" Water well-benefits

the ten thousand things and does not strain" It rests in places

that people despise, and so it approaches the TAO"

- LAO TZU -
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTiON

The prime purpose of this study is to understand the rational

and irrational nature of the planning process. tn the course of

social action, there appears to be a two-fold nature of rationalrty

and irrationality, namely substantial and functional. Substantial

rationality is defined as a state of an intell.j.gent act of thought,

whereas the absence of the corresponding kind of state is defined

as substantial irrationality. The former tends to be objective,

thus it is communicable to the public, while the latter tend.s to be

subjective and incommunicable. Substantial rationality and

irrationality seem to exist in themselves as"we1l as to govern the

functional system in the course of action.

Functionatity, therefore, exists with respect to the purposive-

ness of substantiality" 'W-hen a series of purposive actions is ori-

ented towards a predetermined goal, every component in the action

is given a role" If a component leads the action togwards the goal

efficíently, it is called. functionally ratÍonal. However, when a

component leads the action in a negative di:'ection from the goal, it

is called functionally irrational, Therefore, it may be said that

rationality and. irrationality of this kind coexist within the context

of the purposive action as.positiveness or negativeness.

In so far as an action can be future oriented, predicting the

course of action becomes necessary in order to effectuate it

reasonably" However, because human intellectual capacities and
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avaiì¡ble information for the presented task are limite<l, even if the

action is calculated in ad.vance, the course of action seems to

require adjustment. 'fherefore, the planning process is involved.

with prediction and adjustment" In other words, there are tu/o

functional roles in the planning process, indicative and adþstive.

The former is substantiaÌ in character', while the latter is functional.

,t goal, as an indicative function in a course of social action, is

directional as well as being an evaluative criterion based on social

standards. Thus, it is assumed that the goal has to be formulated

on social ethics ð.s the principal medium.

Intentionality of human action seems to result in expand.ing

and changing human knowledge. Therefore , the concept of planning

may have to be adþsted by the nature of the expanding and changing

pattern of human knowled.ge. For this reason there may be trvo

d.istinctive concepts of the nature of the planning system, that is,

d.evelopmental and ad.aptive planning. The former is concerned with

the expanding pattern of things, the latter with the changing pattern

of things. Both of these are assumed to be interdependent.

The general concepts employed in this study are expressed in

Chapter II. First of all, the natuï'e of rationality and irrationality

in the planning process i.s defined. Then some characteristics of

values are examined, with respect to the planning system and. finally

the nature of the planning process in terms of prediction and control

is considered "

Chapter III is an account of the value systems and the different
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models applied to the planning process " The discussion of the

former is centred on means and ends, values and its hierarchical

structure, as well as value issues in conflict" The latter is

concerned. with pla-nning theories baseci on rationality concepts

In Chapter IV, consideration is given to the role of substan-

tiality in the planning process; subjectivity and objectivity as a

conditional ground for rationality, and social ethics as an eval-

uative measurement of the planning system.

Chapter V stresses the role of functionality in the planning

process, The main functions in the process are divided into two

parts , indicative and adjustive, and the concept of functional

planning is examined in terms of the developmental and ada.ptive

nature of the planning reality.
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CH,TPT ER II

G EN ER,T L CON C EPT S

A" RATIONALITY AND IRRATIONALITY DEFINED

It is necessary at the outset to take up inquiries about '

definition, sÍnce "rationality" and f irrationality" are broadly

expressed in the planning pro.u"r.1 The words ,,rational', and

"irrational" seem to be used in two senses, either ,,substantì.al,, or

"functional" . " Substantial rationalit5r and irrationaLity" are

features of fundamental characteristics of things, while functional

rationality and irrationality exist for the utiiization of things. In

this regard, individual action in the social process is characterized

by this "substantial rationality and irrationality" wlr.ereas social

process itself is relative to the "substantial rationaiit-v and irration-
ality" of the individuals in the soçiety.

$gLslantial Rationality and lrrationality

"substantial rationality" may be defined as a state of being

reasonable, while "substantial irrationality" may be defined. as a

state of being unreasonable. ,tccording to KarI Mannheim, the

nature of rationality and irrationality of this kind is described as

follows:

1

IteLt Diesing, Reason in Society, (Urbana, Illì.nois, University
of lllinois Presffirl Mannheim, Maí and society in
an Age of ReconS.¡lg1gllon, O{ew York, Harcourt', @
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We understand as substanti.aliy,rational, an act of
thought which rev'eals intelligent insight into the
inter-relations of events in a given situation. Thus
the inteiligent acr of thought itielf will be described
as "substantially rationalt', whereas everything else
which either is false orlnot a.n act of thought at all
(as for example drives , impuises, wishes, and
feelings, both conscious and un^conscious) will be

. call.ed substantialJ-y irrational . 2

Ân action, therefore, is substantially rational when it takes

into account the possibilities' and iimitations of any given situation

and reorganizes it so as to produce, increase, or preserve some

good" This assertion implies two perspectives: that is, first, the

action must be an efficient response to the situation in which some

possible goo<1 is produced ; and second., the efficient response must

be based. on intelligent insight rather than on coincid.rr...3 Thus,

with respect to substantial rationality, there appears to be two

distinctive aspects in the action: purposiveness toward.s producing

good, and an intelligent utilization of purposiveness. In other

word,s, an action oriented towards producing some good. can be

considered as purposive, while the efficient response based on

intelligent insÍght can be deemed as an utilization of the action.

Purposiveness exists in itself , whereas utilization of the action is

governed by puqposiveness, This means that given some kind, of

)-Mannheim, Ma+-a,nd Society in an A.ge of Rqconstruction, p.53.
3FlSf Diesing, Reqson in Society, (Urbana, Illinois, IJniversity
of ll.linois Présffi
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value or goal in question and the real world as it exists, an action

can be said being rational if it approaches to\vards the given value

or goal in a propu" *u.rrrrur.4

To further elucidate substantial rationaiity the example of

human survival may beused. If a man is hungry, it is rational for

him to arrange things in orcler to attain food. Und.er ord.inary

cond.itions, it woulcl be irrational for him to refuse nouri.shment,

From this example, the dual aspect of substantiality and function-

ality in the attaining food. can be seen; man's survival as purposive,

and to arrange things to attain food as functional in the action.

However, there seems to be the question of how much food can

rationally satisfy him" It may be relatively easy to find the answer

to such a simple question" But when the situation becomes more

complex, Ít becomes more difficult to distinguish the more rational

from the less rationaL action" I¡i order to test whether one action is

more rational than another it must be understood- that there are some

stages involved in the above situation; first, man,s survival as

substantial goal; second, relief from hunger as an objective to

attain parallel to the course of survival; third, the man's bearing

of reality on that objective; and fourth, the consequences of the

4Rob"",'1, Datrl and Charles E. Lindblom, Politics, Economics
and'Welfare. Oüe* York, Harper and Row W



alternative course of action evaluated in terms of the given goals

and objective.

Functional Rationalitv and lrrationalitv

Rationa.lity that is functionally oriented is defined as a

series of actions organized in a u/ay which leads to a previously

given to every

component in the series of actions. Thus, functional rationality is

reiative to the substantial state or purposrveness in the action. In

order to approa_ch towards the predetermined goal, such a functional

system of series of actions rvill be optimal when it most efficiently

co-ordinates the *".rr". Everything which breaks through and

disrupts this functional process, is called functionaily irrational.
In this manner, the term functional rationality u,ould. not charact-

erize an act in itself but only in relation to its position in the entire

complex system of u,hich it is onty a part.5 If we accept this view,

irrationality of this kind would be inseparable from the rationality

in the functional system. This two-fold nature of functionality

exists either in a positive or negative *.y ao the pred.etermined goal,

Therefore, rationality can be conceived as involving full knowledge

of the system in question. This concept of rationality is required to

identi$r the opti.mal alternatives appearing with reference to all the

FJMan-nheim, Man and Society in an rtge of Reconstruction,
pp.53-55
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goals at stake" ,tn efficient course of action is governed by the

alternative chosen as optÍ*rI.6 Thus, i.n the course of action, it

becomes necessary to distinguish what the efficient and inefficient

components are for the precletermined goal"

Generally, the more rational actron is the tnore efficient

ac'lion. In. a pure sense, efficiency is the ratio between valued

input and valued output" In other words, to be efficient entails

taking the shorter path and the cheaper rneans of orientation

towards the attainment of the desired goals. In this context, a

system is functionally rational, when it is so structured as to

maximize net goal satisfaction in a compatibie and clependable

fashion. Consistently satisftabie results must be based primarily

on an internal structure which is able to continue efficrent operation

through variations of individualistic coûrponents and through

changes of organizational conditions. A conflict between individ-

ualistic or substantial va'J"ues and organizational or functional

values becomes an important issue to be adjusted in the course of

action. In this respect, characteristics of value are worthy of

dÍscussion.

6Pu..rl Davidoff and Thomas A. Reiner, "A Choice Theory of
Planningf' , þqlo.l of the ,\merican ürstitute of P-lgnlçIs-, 2B(2),
May 1962,
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B" SOME CH,TRACTERISTICS OF V.ALUE

There would be no need to discuss values if we were only

concerned with description and analysis. But since pianning is

concerned with a series of actÌons (in order to rationally formulate

the action), the planning s-lrstem requires vaLue criteria as an

indicati.ve functionT fo, the course of action"

Although there are innumberable human values, there are

a small number of prime values, These values (such as democracy,

equality, freed.om and security in society) have a tvo-fold. nature

in conþnction with the given function; that is to say an instrrrmental
Bas well as intrinsic nature."

Another characteristic of value to be discussed is its

qualitative and quantitative aspects in relation to value jud.gements

in the decision-making process for the ratì.onal course of action"

Finally, the conflict between individual ancl social values in the

social process needs to be examined, In this context, the afore-

mentioned characteristics of value will be discussed in the following

manner.

Fact and Value

There are some philosophical distinctions between facts and

values. Every decision involves "factual" and "value" eleme¡r-ts,
,|,

7Th" aspect of ind.icative function in the planning process is eiab-
orated in terms of goals and objectives in the process. see page 53.

8D.t, and. Lindblom, PoLitics Economics and Welfare p"25"
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This distinction proves to be a very fundamental issue for the

decision-making process. It leads first of a1l to an understanding

of what is meant by a "correct" organizational decision. secondly,

it cLarifies the role of policy questions within an organì.zation.

Fact is a property of reality. It exists in itself" ,\ fact can

be considered as a statement of existence involving definitions and.

postulations, and a relationship" Factual propositions are state-

ments about the observable world. and the way in which it operates.

"The street'is crowded", for instance, i.s one characteristic of a

factual statement. The street is d.escrÍbed in relatión to a d,egree

of congestion, bir this context fact can be defined. as a d.escriptive

statemerÌt of the reality of the relationship.9

Value is, however, conceptual. It is conceived by an

observerts experience of f..t.,10 values may be expressed as

ethicai statements or as statements of preference., of stand.ards, or
of goalso "4. society ought to be based on democracy", is a form of
ethical statement as well as a statement based on goals.11,,I would

9He"bu"t Â" Simon, Administrative Þehavior, OJew york, Theplq: Press, 1965)lp , "A Choice Theory
of Planning" , pp. 1O6- 107.

10c.rrrr,.u."&1yrdal, 
Vp.Ile in Social Theory, paul Streeten, €d. ,(London, Routledá .ìxvii"

11D.hl and T-indblom, politics, Economics and Welfare " Þ.4I"
acc.ording to their ae ' L -

instrumental value is a goal and polþrchy is a process.
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rather live in a house than in an apartment', is a statement of
^12Preference"

In d.ecision-makÍng, there need.s to be value as well as factuar
12propositior,.so" lf decisioïr.s are consid.ered as d.escriptions of a

future state of affairs , there may be two implications. FÍrst, the

d.escription can be true or false Ìn an empirical sense; and. second.,

decisions possess an imperative quality - one future state of affairs

is selecte<l in preference to another and actions in the process are

dírected toward the chosen alternative. ln this respect, decisions

have an ethical as well as a factual context. Indeed, I{erbert

Simon asserts that ethical terms are not completely red.ucible to

factual terms and that, in fact, they both have an eur-pirical meaning.

He also argues that:

To determine whether a proposition is correct, it must
be compared directly with experience - with the facts -
or it must lead by logical reasoning to other propositions
that can be derived from ethical ones by any pro-ess of
reasoning, nor can ethical propositions be compared
directly with the facts - since they assert "oughts"
rather than facts. Hence, there is no way in which the
correctness of ethical propositions can. be empiricaliy or
rationally tested. 1¿+

Decisions cannot be absolutely objectively described as

12Du--ridoff and Reimer, "Â Choice Theory of planning,,,
tt*tg 

", p,Lo7.
r4^. ^ ìSimon, Administrative Behavior, p "46.
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correct or incorrect, since they are involved with a statement of

valuation such as, some particular state of affairs "ought to be" or

that it is "preferable" or "desirable". The statement, in this

connection, performs a prescriptive function, and is neither true

nor false, correct or incorrect.

There are otheru/ays in which fact and value relationships

may be consid.ered. First, facts and the handling of data invariably

reflect the observerfs bias, In relatjon to this view, Gunnar Myrd.al

states tha't "the chaos of possible data for research does not

organi.ze itself into systematic knowledge by nrere observation"

Hypotheses are r..."r."y, "15 Since hypotheses are based on

values of their ma.kers, factual statements may show biased inter-

pretation. Second, factual statements about values are meaningful

in regard to some configuration of fact. Conversely, facts are

;tatements about fu..a". 16

lntrinsic Values Versus Instrumental Values

Intrinsic and instrumental values are t\¡/o.different aspects

in the value system, Multiple goaì.s within a'system of values can

be described in terms of their interrelationships. Considering an

15Myraat, Value in Sosiel-Ihqqrj¡ , p.I2B.
16Du,..idoff and. Reiner, "A Choice Theory of Planning"
p"lOT, see also Geofeiv Vickers, Value"systems anð Social
Process. (London, Tavistock Publ 1,
T@t is described in detail i.n Chapter lV.
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individual goal, as a part of a system of ends, has important

anaiytic outcomes. Ole goal may appear as superior to an alter-

native goal when both are measured against a supreme value. How-

ever, the alternative may appear as a better means of satisfying a

system-wid.e set of ends. It then follows that goals can be compared

irr terms of their intrinsic and their instrumentaI valu 
"t.r7

hr the democratic process, for instance, freed.om, equality,

and majerity rule can be considered as the supreme val.ues, since

they are the foundation of all the other values in the process. In

other words, all other values which are intrinsic are relative and

conditional to the supreme values (freedom, equality and majorÍty

"olu¡.18 In relation to this viewpoint, Dahl and. LÍndblom argue

that:

,t prime goal (vaLue) when attained is a direct source
of satisfaction in itself ; an instrumental goal (value),
as the name implies has value only because it facililqtes
the attainment of one or more prime goals (values), rv

I¡r the social process, according to H. L, Lasswell,

intrinsic values includ e :

pov/'er, respect, affection, well-being, rectitude, wealth,
enlightenment, skill, and many otherJ. For instance,

17Du.,.id.off and Reiner, ",1 Choice Theory of planning,, , p.IO7 
"

l8Di.rirrg, 
Reason in Society , p.234.

19n.ht and Lindblom, politics, Economics and Welfare, p.26.
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for the purpose of analysing the social process , .(\
participation in decision making is a value of power.--

rtccess to good.s and. services is a value of wealth. ,tffection

includes friendship and also sexual intimacy" Rectitude is a value

of morality, This list of values, Lasswell asserts, is represen-

tative in character, not exhaustive. It is not a ranking of values in

preferential order in any one society. Accordingly, it appears that

the position of intrinsic values varies from group to group, from
2Iperson to person, and from time to time in the history of any sociely"--

Since real life is compÌex, many values that seem to be

instrumental are to some extent intrinsic values a-lso; or vice versa.

Walking to a store to buy a quart of milk, for example, is never

solely instrumental to anyone who enjoys walking. On the other hand,

someone urho has to buy a quart of milk may intend. his walk to be

solely instrumental, but in spite of his original intention he may find

himself enjo¡nng the fresh air and exercise. Similarly, a problem

arises in society over pou/er, for although it is an instrumental

value, it can be so easily converted to an intrinsic value that

provides direct satisfaction; in other words, it is easily converted

from an instrrrmental to an intrinsic u'u\uu.22

ZOH" L. Lasswell, Power and Personality, (ìüew York, W. W"
Hortonand Companffi
2r-Loc" clt"
2?--Dahl and Lindblom, Politics, Economics and 'Welfare , p,28.
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Evaluation

It is now necessary to discuss evaluation, It seems that an

evaluation is a judgement about the attribution of value to objects,

and amounts of value. There are two fundamental types of eval-

uative criteria: that is, first, qualitative criteria, by which the

presence of value is established; and second, quantitative criteria,
by whÍch the amount or degree of value is determined, The former

consists of definitions of value and the latter consists of quantitative

standard.s correlated. in an appropriate way with the d.istinguishing

characteristÍcs of the d,efinitions. Quantitative standards are, in
this context, dependent on the definitions to which they upply.23

hndividual Values Versus Sociat Values

In the sociaì. process, there seems to be a continuous conflict

.between two tSrpes of interests; individual value.s and social values 
"

The fact of this persistency appears to be significant. If either

side of the issue is ignored. in the course of social action, the

process would be unbalanced and incomplete

hrd.ividual values tend. to stress the fund.amental values of the

ind.ividualistic interests, such as the satisfaction of personal

desires" These values advocate for every individual the maximum

freedom of decision consistent with the minimum interference wÍth

the decisions of others. Following from thÍs view, the function of

government, for instance, would. be consiciered as an institution of

)2.-"Stephen C, Pepper, The Sources_ of Value, (Berkeley,
University of CaliforniaW}-Z73. ftié aspect
of value is eleborated on in terms of values and value system-s,
see Chapter III A.
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sanctions, preferably with the agreement of all individuals

concerned, with a view to restraining men from und.ue mutual inter-

ference in the carrying out of feasible individual preferences. This

vierv would d.evelop a dêcentralized. form of authority.

On the other hand, social values tend to stress a power

beyond individual preferences. This ma-v be conceived as a divine

pover, as an inscrutable absolute imperative, as functional reason,

or as some directive cosmic or social force. blr some such form,

this type of vaiue attempts to justify criteria of value that over-rule

individual value preferences. It pursues func.tional orientation as

its ideal, Functional efficiency becomes essential in such a society

which stresses these social values, In or:der to max.imize the

efficiency, the institutional structure has to be highiy centraliz 
"a.24

A tension between the two t¡rpes of value systems becomes a

central issue to be adjusted in the social process. At the same

time, there is need. of an inquiry about how far we can afford

reasonable adjustment over the conflicting problems in the course

of action

'a*^.¡ pp" 88-92
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C" PLANNING,TS A RÁ.TIONAL ÂDJUSTÀAENT OVER
IRR,TT IONÁ.LITY

Gre of the conclusions that can be drawn from the previous

observations is that the definition of planning may be formulated as
.t1

rational adjustment over irrationality-J in the course of action.

Planning seeks to solve problems by an appeal to reason, that is,
to clear thought and experience, rather than by an appeal to

emotions and. passions , in other words to arbitrariness. I¡r this

manner, an attitude of reasonableness ought to be the foundation

upon which planning is buiLt.26

ln order to guid-e effectively the course of action towards

attainment of predetermined objectives, one may have to remove

obstacles to reasonable d.esired action or to adþst the d.esired

action, or to compromise on both" These processes often need

to be pi:edicted and controlled by rationality" ,tctions in the

processes rray have to be scheduled and controlled so that net goal

achievement is not diminished by avoidable conflicts among the
)'7actions.-' Therefore, it is necessary to examine the aspects of

pred.iction and control in conþnction with the course of action.

)É,-"Rationality and irrationality is defined in A of this chapter"
26kurl R" Popper, TJrq Open Society and its Enemies, Vol.II"
(London, George Ro '224-226.

27ft rt assumed that there is enou-gh spontaneorrs hum.an energJr
active in the system and that conflièt does not have to be useð
to activate human energies.
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Prediction

From the previous discussion it can be said that goal values

are inherent in purposive activities " GoaI approachment implies

directional action. Goal formulation for the course of action

emphasizes the notion of future orientation and entails the

necessity of predicting the future state of eventso

There seems to be two t¡rpes of goal forecasting in decision-

makirrg; namely categorical and conditional. The former tends to

be an absolute and dated assertion about the occurrence of a

particular sort of events " The latter to be hypothetical and

28explanatotl,-- Repetitive events enhance opportunities for

categorical prediction" Since social problems are complex and.

unrepetitive by nature, difficulties arise when we attempt to

calculate the future of er.ents consciously. The fact that history

rarely repeats itself represents that it is so tenuous to predict.

Dr this nütnner, Michael Scriven views history as an- explaÍnable

rather than a predictable sub¡ect.29 This may be a reason why

social action as a complex phenomena must often take place at a

lower level of rational projeêtion than business and ind.ustrial

actions 
ê

z8sruph.n Toulmin, Foresight and-Undelgqn4!4g, (London,
Harper Torchbooks), p"31 "

29Mr"hu"1 Scriven, "Explanation and Prediction in Evolutionary
Theory", Science, August 1959, p"77
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If we accept the view that the rational actj.vitie.s are based

on the foundation of intelligent thought, rational prediction ought

to be þdged by reference to its predictiv'e success with respect to

the given conditions, Therefore, "man's limj.ted mental capacity,

lack of emotional integration, inhibited foresight, and need for

uncaLculated. action" must be taken Ínto account when factual

estimation for the course of future events is consid"".d..30 br this

context, prediction of a series of actions in society must be based

on conditional and h¡rpothetical grounds rather than categorical

grounds 
"

becomplete information and present value stand.ards, when

the pred.iction is pursued, provid.e uncertainty in the estimation of

future events " hrformation is collected in terms of the criteria of

the present but the projected event is concerned rvith the values of

the future. bn this context, Scriveu stresses the view that:

Hypothetical probability prediction does not have any
value for actual prediction except insofar as the
conditions mentioned in the hypothesis are predictable
or experimentally producible. . . the irregularity
producing factors lie outside theÍr range of observation
and are riot predicJqble by reference to any factors
within this range.Jt

In other u¡ords, predictions depend upon unknown future

events, and in conseguence the range of phenomena compatible with

3Op.frl and Lindblom, lqlit:ics, Economics and Welfare, p,61.

31S""irr"n, "Explanation and Prediction in Evolu.tion Theoryr',
p"478 "
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it will be wide and the possibílity of falsifying it will be corres-

pond.ingly large. 'ïV-aste and. error, therefore, are the inherent

costs of attempts to make rational pred.iction" Many important
'2)

decisions are necessarily a calculated risk,-- and thus entail the

possibility of u¡aste and error" hr short, as Charles L. Ler¡en views

it, a good d.eal of misunderstanding can be avoided if the users of

analytical systems can learn to regard, thern not as question answering

devices but as means of achievÍng increased und.erstand.i.ng of the

processes relevant to policy d.ecisiorrr,33

Control

' Control is another major component in a rational course of

action. The estimated. course of action should be d"irected toward.s

attainment of desired. objectives, since to pred.ict the course of

action is often uncertain in reaì.ity. In other words, the course of

actÍon should be adþsted by means of control.

Many forms of control may be exercised. within social systems.

Large units of indirect control such as a corporation, a trade union,

or the stock market usually consist of many small units of direct

control. For example, the corporation president controls the

3tD+Jrr^a¡rd. Lindbl.om, Politics, Economics an<l Welfare,
pp. 85- 86"

33'L.rr"n, "Establishing Goals for Regional Economic
Development" , 3O(2), L964, Journal of the American únstitute
of Planners, p.L0L



responses of the plant foreman. But since the span of control, in
the sense that the president can make his d.irection effectively, is

relatively limited , lhe foreman is, therefore, directly controlled

through an intermediate chain of other ind.i.viduat".34

controlled behavior may be thought of as lying at one end of

a continuum of which the other end is the absence of immed.iate ànd

direct control. An ind.ividualts responses are autonomous or
uncontrolled. to the extent that no other people can brrng about these

responses in a d.firritu *.y.35
Yet, the location and character of controls can be examined

in terms of centralization and. decentralization. Fr:om the functional

point of view, the decision making system may be centralizeci by

utilizing general rules to limit the power of subordinates. On the

other hand., a decentralized. decision making system may forestali

the evils of centralized powers by removing from subord.inate hand s

the actual decision making function. Both systems, however, seem

to coexist in the planning process. Rexford G. Tugwell stnesses

the view that I

Diversity within unity suggests a general determination

2T

"*DahI and Lindblom, Politics- Economics and \Melfare, ÞÞ. g3-g4,
and Simon, AdminiSfía i"i=ió"
9i*ql, the ittèi uroadened or limitàd i.n
the planning þrocess "

3ilÞa4-, Dahl and Lindblom¡ pp. 96-97.
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of policy with local exclusion . .. it is quite possible
to conceive local freedom within a planned development,
of central co- ordinatio:r_ together with decentralÍzed
control of operations.Jo

}{e further emphasizes tha-t policy formulation must remain

centralizèd while current management of operations is decen-

tralized.. The differences between the char:acteristics of one

planning system and another, however, lies in the combination of

determinants in relation to controt..37

Since the instmments of planning are relevant to the

eNistence of the planning process, both centralization and decen-

tralization as instruments of pianning should. be applied with an

understanding of the given situation, The larger the number of

actions involved. in the planning process, the stronger the

necessitSr will be to co-ordinate these activities. trn this manner,

there may be a stronger necessity for co-ordination in larger

organizations than in smaller, just as there is such a necessity

in a multiple complex as compared. to a simple complex, By

exercising authority or other forms of influence, it is possible to

centnalize the function of d.eciding so that a general plan of

operations will govern the activities of all mernbers of the organ-

ization. Therefore, the probl,em may be how the planning process

36Ru*ford G"
Juan, Puerto
37 Lo". cit.

Tugwell, The Place of Plannins in Society, (San
Ricõ, Puer p"Zo "
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can be adjusted in terms of minimizing centralized power and

maximizing d ecentral.ized ind.ivid,ual intere st s without intermpting

its functional process.
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CHAPTER III
VALUES ANÐ T]{E PL,TNNING PROCESS

The central theme of this chapter is to examine the roie of

values and value systems in the planning process. In order to

formulate meaningful þlans, as goal values, the planner must have

a rational insight into the nature of prime values in the society

where he is planning.

Si.nce planning leads to action and action requi.res
.1commitmentsr- the plan, as the course of action, ought to be

determined in terms of a rati.onal understanding of values and value

systems involved Ín the planning process.

A" VALUES AND V,\LUE SYSTEMS

Means and Ends

The conceptual nature of values in the planning process can

be di.scussed within a framework, of means and ends. Means and

ends are dependent on how responsibiiities and concerns are

provid.ed for and how wide or narrow a view of the situation one

takes at a specific time. 'The distinction between values represent-

ing means and those representing ends can be compared with a

d.istinction between preferable modes of conduct and preferable

lctbron Winter, So.!*]-EI!içj, Cl,Jew York, I{arper and Row
Publishers Inc., I96Ð;p,T[ This aspecr of acìion and
commitment relationship is discussed in terms of accepiance
and commitment relationship in social action. This relationship
is also discussed in Chapter V, see pages 61 and 62.
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end-states of existence.2 Fo, instance, the attainment or majn-

tenance of health may be consid.ered. as .r, .rrá value in a society,

while the prevention of cancer may be regard-ed as a value of

means. However, from the governmental viewpoint, the prevention

of cancer may be an end, whereas restriction of tobacco advertrse-

ment may be interpreted as a means of cancer prevention. There-

fore, it can be said that mean and end values are contained- in a

chain of actions. If values are considered as ends then they are

consÍdered to possess an intrinsic nature. Conversely, when they

are deemed as means, r,alues are interpreted to possess an

Llues in the social

system have a two-fold. nature, instrumental and intrinsic.

Although the rank list of values can vary with an individual's

preference, health, wealth, leisure, and honor can be consid.ered

as highly ranked values in a soci ery.4

Values and Hierarchical Structure

Many writers have observed that values are organized into

2Milron Rokeach, "The Theory of Organization and
Value-Attitude Systems", Journal of Social Issues,
p.17 

"

Change within
24Q), 1968 ,

3thi. characteristic of values is explained in chapter II. see
page 12,

4Rob"", C, Young, "Goals and Goal-Setting,,, Journal of the
Americarlbns"titute of Planners , 32(2), March WñT-

IitÍcs, E.otto-ics and Welfare
pp.25-54"
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hierarchical structures and substmctures" operationally speaking,

the concept of a value hierarchy suggests a rankin.q of values along :

a continuum of importance. The two separate value systems,

instrumental and intrinsic, môy be posited each with a rank-ordered

structure of its ow-n, each functionally and cognitively connected
&

with the <¡ther, and also connected with many similar attrtudes

towarcis specÍfic objects and situatiðns.5

Charles H" Granger points out that values exist within a

framework of objectives, as "aims or ends of actions" with the
,y

highest aspirations at the peak of the pyramid, Continuing furrher,

it can be shown that most objectives split into a number of parts

often with interrelationships that form a complicaterl hierarchical

pattern" It is only within this hierarchical context, according to

Granger, that a particular objective can be examined-. In other

words, a prime value in the planning process nrust be evaluated in

the light of the particular circumstances being faced , such as the

internal and. external constraints and the values of individuals who

d.irect the destiny of the organization.6
Values in Conflict

In Chapter lI, it was pointed out that the indivi.dual values

qnd. social values often'create conflict situation in the social actron.

(rRokeach, "The Theory of Organization", p.10,
6cha"1., 1{" Granger, "Hierarchy of Objectives,,
Review, 42(3), May-June, Ij64, pp.63-74.

, Harvard Business
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In this chapter i.t seems now important to discuss the valu-e conflict

problem with respect to organizational process" This problem is

frequently shown when a person is confronted with a situation in

which he has to give up a portion of one value in order to attain

some of another value, 'ts a result this situation may activate tryo

or more values in conflict with one anoth 
"r.7

According to Meyerson and Banfield, prime values as ends

i-n the planning process contaûr active and contextual elements.

They describe that:

The active elements are those which occr-lpv the foreground
of the image so to speak¡ they are the features of the
desired situation which have-been singled out and made
focus of interest and activity. Contextual elements lie in
the backgrouncl-: they are value conditions which ought to
be realized or ought not to be violated in the attainment of
the active elements. The explicit formulation of an end
is usually elliptical: the active elements are set forth but
the cogtextual elements are described incornpletely or not
at all"ö

Sirnon also sheds light on the effects of variable value nature in his

treatment of sets of values as multiple constraints. Continuing

further, a plan, as a course of action, must satisfy a complete set

of requirements or constraints, although one of these requirements

is occasionally singled out and regarded as the goal of the action.

TDavid Braybrooke and Charles E. Lindblom, ,{ Strategy of
Eecision, (The Free Press, New York, 1963i,1p;5f:ffi-
o
'Martin Meyerson and. Edward. C. Banfield, Politics, Pì.annin.q
gtt4_th. Public t4Sfg$-CNew York, The Fre@
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Conflict problem appears to be between the individual as an actor

ancl the organizational requirements as constraints ' br other

words, following Simon's viewpoint¡

\Mhen we come to organizational decisions, we observe
that many, if not most of the constraints that define a
satisfactory course of action are associated with an
organizational role and hence only indirectly with the
personal motives of the individual who assumes that
iole. h this situation it is convenient to use the phrase
organization goal to refer to constraints, imposed by the
organizational role which has oniy this indirect relation
to îhe motives of the decision *.Ëu".9

In this case, it seems difficult to adjust multiPlicity of values

caused by different motives of ind.ividuals as well as by many

ways of expressing these interests, This sort of value conflicts

is often mutually antagonistic" Therefore, without assigning a

relative value to interests, a list of prime values becomes

meaningless in the evaluation of the organizational alternative

courses of actionr.lo

Another source of conflict appears when prime goals are

not held. between long and short term values in thé plarnning

process, }n this case goal values are relatively antagonistfc

9H."bu"t Simon r f'Cln the Coneepî of Organizational Goal" ,

Ad.ministrative Science Quarterly, 9, June L964, P.3 , P.7
oals mean value Premises

that can serve,as inputs to decisions " Motives mean the
causes that lead individuals to sêlect, some goals"

l0Bru.yb"ooke and Lindblom, A StrategJr of Decisign, pP-.

24-25'. See also Young, "Goa@ p"81.
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towards each other.11 How can environmentalists reconcile their

long range imperative (cleaning up the environment) with poverty's

immediate urgencies (the provision of employment and cheap power

through steam generating plants) could be a good. example of this

kind of value conflict. While the poor are interested in cheap 
.

po'u/er for their own use and to provide jobs, the resultant air
pollution can be a significant case for environmentalists to

consider. If cleaning up the environment raises the price of

power, there will be no goal to be achieved for either interest. In

this manner, it may be a rational procedure to minimize the confron-

tation with competing interests. 12

B, THE PL,{NNING PROCESS

Since planning can be defined as a rational adjustment over

irrationatityr13 the planning process may be considered as an

appropriate series of rational adjustments. The process, then,

involves certain steps of a technical as well as behavioral nature.

F. Stuart Chapin Jr., writes that the technical naiure of the field

relates to the steps of planning in some defined work program,

11L"r..rr, u'E-stablishing Goals for Regional Economic
Developrientr' , p. 1O3 "
12H.rr"y C, rWallich, "Environment Versus Poverty,,,
\ewsweek, 72(23), June 7, I97L, p"B7
13su* Chapter II, pa ge 17
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whereas the behavioral nature deals u¡ith a sequence of u..tiorr.14

According to Young, the planning process can be described

as "a process for determining goaì.s and designing means by which

goals may be achieved",15 This definitÍon also implies that the

process involves the technical and. behavÍoral usage of rational

adjustment" The question appears to be how far one can afford to

apply rationality in the planning process. llence, it is worthwhile

to discuss some models of existing decision-making theories"

Perfect Rationaiity Model

This concept originated from Si*orr16 and attempts to

approximate an abstract mod.el of "perfect rationality,,,17 This

model is called. rrrational-deductive id.eal"1B o. ,,pure rational
10model"-' by the theorists" Meyerson and Banfield describe the

stages in the decision-'making process as follows:

1. The decision-maker considers alt of the alter-
natives (courses of action) open to him; tha.t is,

1/.--F. Stuart Chapin Jr., "Foundation of lJrban Planning",
Urban Life and lorrt, Werrrer Z. Hirsch, ed", OJew Y-brk,
ffiinsron, I¡rc,, 1963), pp. zîz-223.
1É
'{oung, "Goals and Goal-Settingt', p"78.
16st*orr, Administrative Bèhqvio r, p.67 .

lTiotrn Fried.mann, ",1 Conceptual Model for the Analysis of
Plannin_g Beha¡rior" , Adr4inirt" , I2(2),
Septembìer 1967 , n.'2
18B"u.yb"ooke and. 1 ind.blom, A gtJategJr of Decision, p.9.
l9Yuh."kel Dror, Public PoLicymaking Re-examined., (San
Francisco, Chandl
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)

he considers what courses of action are possible
within the conditions of the situation ancl in the
light of the ends he seeks to attain;
He id-entifies and evaluates all of the consequences
which would follow from the adaption of each
alternative; that is, he predicts how the total
situation wouid be changed by each course of
action he might adopt;

3. He selects that alternative, the probable
consequences of which, would be p¡eferable
in terms of his most valued ends. zv

Although a number of theorirtr2l adopted this model in accordance

with a respectable intellectual tradition, Meyerson and Banfield.

judged that ,no d-ecision can be perfectly ratronal sinc.e no one

ever knows all of the alternatives open to him at any moment or

all the consequences which would follow from any action".22 Since.
)1

rationality in real life tends to be relative r 
-" this model seéms to

contradict its orÍginal fruitfui hypothesis , that is, absolute

rationality" Because of i.ts logical rigi.dity, this model precludes

any capability of substantial modificat ior'.24 Furthermore, the

Z0M.yu"son and Banfield., Politics, Plannins and the Public
lrterest , p"3I4"
2lDuuid.off and R.eimer, "A Choice Theory of Plannirg".
z2M"y"rson and. Banfield , Politics, Planning and the Pubiic
brterest, pp.314-315"
23Sr*orr, Administrative Behavior, pp.75-77, also see
Modets of 1, CNew York, John Wiley

oposes the concept cf
"bounded rationality" .

24F"tud*ann, 
"A- Conceptual Model for the Analysis of

Planning Beha¡rior" , pp "225-226 "
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difficulties involved in the unpredictable nature of things25 u..rd th.
problems of values26 *u.k* this model unsatisfactory in practice.

\Mith a few exceptions, the perfect ratÍonality model is in fact

impossible. The exc.eptions are problems. that are-susceptible to

quantification I'such as some concerning inventory or replacement

policies, allocation policies, communication network designs,

product mixes and search pattern ,,,.27

Incrementalism Mod.el

Lindblom has proposed a model of incrementalism that

advocates "muddling throu gt" ,2t as a counter-mod.er to the perfect\
rationality theory. The emphasis of this model is on the acceptance

of limited human intellectual capabilities and of limited sources of

information, ,tccording to this theory, the course of social action

may be regarded as ones

That takes_existing reality as one alternative and compares
the probable gains and losses of closely related alter--
natives by making relatively sma1l adþstments about whose
consequences approximately as much is kqqwn as about the
consequences of existing reality or both.29

OE

"Su" Chapter II, page 18.
26B"u.yb"ooke and Lind.blom, Á. strategy of Decision. chapter l[.
The proble-ms of values are a@êr III'A on
page 9 of this study.
27 Dror, Public Pqli.cymaking Be-examinqd, p. i.33.
28cha"lus E" Lindblom, ,,The Science of Muddline Throush,,.
Public Administrg.tion Review , LB and 19 , 1958- LlSg , pp "ig-85 "
29O.tt and Lindblom, Politics, Economics, and \IJelfare . p.82.
This idea is originally at
Engineeringt' concept. see The open society and its Enemies.
Yol " J, pp. 157- L68 , and also âon ,Routledge and Kegan Paul Lt -
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Braybrooke and Lindblom also describe the decision-making

process of polic¡rnrakers adhering to the incremental modei as

follows:

1" Less importance is given to clarifying any
, principle values; the planner rather focuses his

attention on .rnarginal or incremental values;
2. Means and ends are simultaneously chosen since

a means-ends relationship is possible only to the
extent that values are agreed upon, are reconcilable,
and are stable at the margin;

3. ,tgree-men_t on poiicy becomes the onþ practicable
test of policy correctness;

4" Policy is not made on.ce and for all; it is made once
and re-made endlessly;

5" The planner do_es not attempt to attain long range
goa.ls in a sing_le-operarioni he rather atiempts"ro
facilitate small changes under the given conditions;

6" The planning process is not oriented toward"s
maximum attaûtment of go^als, but towards adjust_
ment of irrationalities . JU

The shortcoming of this model seems to be in its conser-

vative attitude towards social changes. hr other word.s, the

limited innovation of margrnal changes can hamper necessary

major changes which attempt to improve social action" lts

basic assumptions, namely respect for the past and skepticism

about human ability to predict the future, nevertheless meet the

needs of a stable society. Iir this context, Dahl and Lindblom

30B11r"}¡^ooke 
an_d._ Lindblom, A Strategy of Decision,

pp._37-1o9; T,lldblom "The Sc gh";

Ëiirã:*"", , vor.rl
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assert that:

calculated- risks are often necessary because scientific
methods have not yet produced tested knowledge about
probable consequences of' large incremental cñan.qes,
small changes will clearly not achieve desired goãls,
and existing reality is highly undesirable , . " tocontinue existing policy is a greater risk than to
discard, them in iavourof an ãlternalive calculated
rtsk.31

However, where some directed social changes are required, as

in countries undergoing accelerated progress jn science and

technoiogy or those facing emergencie s, such situations may

preclude the implementation of this -odul.32
In short, the main advantage of this model is its recognition

of the limitations of human knowledge and becaúse of this, planners

are aided in avoid.ing arrogance in their decision-makrng. Also

the model draws attention to d.angers of radically new policies.

Hence, this model is valid for large area of social action where

stability and. predictability are essentiai.33

Bound.ed Rationality Model

The principal concept of this mod.el is the acceptance of the

reality that human capa.city in knowledge, foresight, skill and time

is limited. In this sense, this model is basicalþ the same as the

incrementalism mod.el in terms of attitude towards the world of

31Ogt tald Lind.blom, politics
pp.85-86

Economics and UçUqIu,

32Dror, Public Policymaking Re-examined, p.145"
33*igo r p. 146-147.
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things" Simon defines bounded rationality as¡

The capabiLity of the human mind for fonnulating
and solving complex problems is very small
compared with the size of the problems whose solution
is required for objectively rational behavior in the
real world - or even for a reasonable approximation
to such objective rationality.J4

Therefore o it may be a rational attitude to replace "optimi zirtg,,

goals ìvith "satisficing" goals, and 'to find a course of áction that

is "good. enorrgl,." .35

In order to organize the complex nature of probiems, if the

system of variables i.s closed, rational decision may be feasible

to the extent that it is iimited. to the set of factors upon which the

decision is based. hr nature, the limited set of factors corres-

ponds to a cLosed system, to the extent that significant indirect

effects are absent.36

The difference between this model and. the incrementalism

model seems to be in the attention that is paid to selecting alter-

natives, Because it is diffi.cult to predict possible alternatives,

it rnay be relatively rational to choose merely the first satisfactory
.)-l

alternative.r/ Furthermore, it is hard to achieve even a satis-

factory alternative since the search for alternatives usually stops

34sr-orr, Models of Man, p" 198"

35ttu . , p"2o4"
36srrrrorr, Administrative Behavior, p" 83.

37Srrnorr, Models of Man pp.252-253 
"
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early and thus the satisfaction standard is lowered. Therefore,

satisfactory alternative choosing becomes an achievement and

should be aimed for rather than optimal aiternatives.

The advantage of this morlel Lies in its realistic tone;

it seems tme that decision makers do not try to improve their

policies beyond what they consicler satisfactory. fhe shortcoming

of the model iies in its acceptance of the satisfactcry quality as

ffi - ï:;" JÏ::ïïå::'. :'"'ing 
thi s sati sfa ctorv qua I rtv
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CHAPT ER IV

THE ROLE OF SUBST,,TNTIAL RATIONALITY AND
IRRATION.TLITY IN T}iE PLANNING PROCESS

In the last chapter, some aspects of rationality,and

irrationality in the planning system, as well as some character-

istics of value systems 'w'ere discussed. It now becomes essential

to explain what is the role of rationality and irrationality in the

planning system with respect to both substantiality and functionality.

This chapter is concerned with the role of substantial rationality

and irrationality in relation to objectivity and subjectivity as well

as concerned with social ethics as the evaluative media while the

following ch.apter d.eals with the role of functional rationaì.ity and

irratÍonality in the planning process.

A . OBJECT IVITY ,TN D SU BJ EC T IVITY

Objectivity seems to be a necessarJ/ condition in the public

world since without it there could. be no scientific communitl r no

çommunication and no collaboration towards determined goals.

Objectivity can be a propert¡r of being inteiligenr, In this regard ,

there seems to be two kinds of objectivit.y; the objectivity of reality

and the objectivity of idea. The former belongs to a reality in its

world while the lattei' belongs to commonly shared world of .realÍty.

Subjectivity thenr ma5r be defined as an absence of objectivity, an

unshared. or incommunicable private experience or observation. In

short objectivity can be valid for the general pubiic; urhile
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subjectivity can be vaLid for the private, individual, and incommun-
1

icable act. -

Since the reality of the world can onLy be perceived by an

observer in terms of his ou/n conceptualize<i idea, objectivity is

bound.ed in order to establish comnrunicable common gr:ound. Ûn

other words, the objectivity of reality is only observed in the

context of the observers' subjective image of reality, therefore,

there needs to be an inter- subjectiveiy justifiabLe or verifrable

pubiic ground- in the course of action. In relation to this Popper

states as follows:

Scientific theories,are never fully (or objectively
þstifiable or verifiable, but that they are neverthe-
less testable . . . therefore, the objectivity of
scientific statements lies i$ the fact that they can be
inter- subjectively tested. I

In the rational conduct of human affairs, there must be two

essential conditions; intelligence and objectivity",\n intelligent

being can not be rational without l-.eing objective, and. vice-versa.

Referring to Quenton Gibson:

Objectivity in itself will not ensure that a person holds
rational beliefs. He may be objective and still not take
account of the evidence at his disposal, since for this
intelligence is required. But failure in objectivitv .. "
is something which will prevent him hol{ing rational
beliefs, however intelligent he may be,J

lP.rrt" A" Heelan, S. J, , Quantum Mechanics an4 Obiectivity,
(The Hague, Martinuu Ñijftffi
2KurL R. Popper, B9 !g€ls-9!scientific Discor¡ggr,
O{ew York, Hãrper 4.
arQuenton Gibson, The Logic of Social Enquiry , (I-ondon ,

Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966) p.77 
"
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The objectivity of our actions môy, to a large extent, be a

function of what we believe them to be. I-n discussing objectivity,

we may have to take into account the fact that there are some

factors influencing one's motives, customs and social situation,

which may affect oners beliefs" At times our motives may lead us

to adapt beliefs without consulting the factua.l evidence', or they may

lead. us to make a prediction on the fact. In the former situation

we speak of preþdice, in the latter situation, of bias. In reality,

however, preþdice and bias exist only when they are not detected.

Also, at any time there are many thought habits which are not easy

to discern, simply because they are accepted by the generai public.

The beliefs which they imply are presupposed in the sorts of

questions we ask and in the answers \ve expect to receive. Further-

more, beliefs are often presupposed. in the very structure of the

language which we learn. Finally, limits on the availabilit5r of facrs

also influence beliefs. In this case, if no interests are involved,

a common form of intellectual error appears in that improper weight

is placed. on the fact which is near at hand.

A, Ryan views that, in human'action, it is only feasible to

achieve objectivity, when we do not hide the facts for the sake of

when we d.o not

confuse the goals of the theorists with the true world. The influence

of values on the 'ù/ay we organize our factual evÍdence suggests that

we should not expect one objective view, but several Çrbjective
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Lvlews "

Objectivity' entails the selection of a <lefinite number of

related facts, the iabelling of them and the consequent elimination

of unnecessary facts. Since this set of facts will be based on the

researcher's subjective interpretation of that objectivity of realily,

the resultant idea or concept is always an abstracted form of the

objectivity of reality. The varying degrees between the subjectivity

of the observer and that of what is observed may damage the

objectivity of reality. Ia practice, although decision-makers must

operate the planning system in terms of objectivity, the quality of

their decision must depend partly upon liow they select the facts

from which they arrive at their subjective imaee.

The communicability of knowledge and information is an

important aspect of social conduct since objectivity in itself would

not ensure that social action contains objective intercourse.

Referring to A. J. Ayer,'the communicability of knowletige may be

explained in terms of the problem of language¡

The question whether an object is public or private is
fundamentally a question of language; it depends upon the
conventions which we follow in making judgements of
identity" Thus physical objects are public (communicable)
because it makes sense to say of different people that they
are perceiving the same physical object; mental images
are private because it does not make sense to say of
different people that they are having the same mentai image;
they can be imagining the same rhing, 'but it is impossible

4,tiun Ryan, The Philosophy of the Social Science, (New york,
Pantheon Bo I}TO),
pp.232-238.
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that their respective mental images should be literally
the same " (Since) these conventions could be
altered . ,. it would simply be a matter of formuì.ating
for different people to share the same experience . . .
(Therefore), the existence of the public object will be
established by the fact that cther people are also
having, or at_least disposed to have, the appropriate
experiences, )

Kenneth E. Boulding, like Ayer, stresses the view that

public knowLedge is part of our mutual image of the world, since

the image is commonly heid by the people who are also part of our

image of the wor1d" Therefore, public knowledge is inter-

subjective. Taking this point of view, public knowledge is an

identical image of the world, as opposed to a private incommurr-

icabLe image. Hence, the public val.ue systerns that are based on

the public knowledge are approxì.mately the same.6

If we consider the growth of kno.wledge as ttre growth of an

organic structure, a complicated. problem appears if there is a

di-fference in the magnitude of the organic structure of knowe,t.7

hr other words, one who has lesser knowledge or experrence may

find difficulty in communÍcating with a person who has more. As

Reinhold Niebuhr states, the solution to this problem may be in the

fact that:

Their (people) rational faculty prompts them to a sense

5^. l. Ayer, The Problem of Knowledge, (MidcLlesex, Englancl,
Penguin Book

6Kenneth E. Boutd.ing, The Image, (Ann Arbor, The University
of Michigan Press, 196Ð, pilÏã16.
7^tgrr- p" 16.
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of justice which educational discipline may refine and
purge of egoistic elements until they are able to view
a social situation, in which their own interes_ts are
involvecì., with a fair measure of objectivity.B

The communication of knou'ledge and information as a function

of rational adþstment over irrationality becornes important when an

organizational system assumes a compì.ex form which re<¡uires

co-ord.ination" In other words, comu).unication is an essential

comPonent of the co;operative process where common values are held

as objectively shared ínterests" Lindblonr states that since comm.on

values dictate some general policies, mutual adjustment becomes

necessary to the extent that these values cannot be formulated in

such a lvay as to adequately test policies. Continuing further

LÍn<lblom writes that:

T5rpically some val,ues are widely shared and at the same
time are specified in sufficient concrete and unarnbiguous
forms as to permit co-operative cliscussion. Co-
operative discussion then narrows the range of alter-
native policies over which the mechanisms of ".. mu.tual
adþstment may^thereafter achieve a selectÍon and
co- ordination.9

Simon also regards communicatron as an important function

of organizational behavior. He states that o'in the integration of

the group, corununication fills the gap left by the absence of any

BR"rrrhold Niebuhr, Moral Men ancl Immoral Society, (IrJew yc>rk,
Charles Scribner's
9ch..l.r E. Lindblom, The Intelligence of Democracy, (New york,
The Free Press, 1965),-Þ;Tfã
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organic connection among the individ.uals". 10 In practice, folLowing

Simon's viewpoint, the process of co-ord.ination for complex

situations involves three stages:

One, the clevelopment of a plan of behavior of all the
members of the group (not a set of individual plans
for each member); two, tþe communication of the
relevant portions of the plan to each. member; and
three, a willingness on the part of the individual
members to permit their behavior to be guided by the
Plan ' 

11

This means that the plan of the organization must be cornmunicable

to people in the system and the individuals must integrate their own

behavior into the co-ordinated. pattern.

I¡a summary, objectivity may be consid.ered. as the broad. field

of pubì.ic activity which is presupposed by doing an<l questioning.

There may be a number of worlds in which there can be inter-

subjectivity. It is the common place in which many people meet.

People meet by orienting themselves mutually to one another in a

common world. or in the common ground of their worlds, The over-

lapping of worlds Ís an indispensable condition of communication

between people. The range over which they can communicate, and

the ex.tent to which they can be in contact, is determined by how much

of a common world they share. A world is, then, essentially a

meeting place of a group.

losr*orr, p.lo8;
communication with respect to co- ordination
is elaborated in Chapter V, see page 54"
ttto* , pp,1o7- 1oB

the aspect of
in co-operative system
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B" SOCIAL ETHICS AS THE EV,TLUÁ.TIVE MEDIÁ.

IN THE PL,TNNING PROCESS

Evaluative concern for decision-making in the planning

process can be examined in terms of social.ethics since social and

cultural patterns are characterized by ethics " The social habits ,

rrles, and principles , which we apply to valuations , institutions ,

and systems of orientations, are mostly hidden in cuLture. 'We tend

to take social ethics for granted because social ruÌes and principì-es

are difficult to take into account. Social ethics may be consid.ered

what Schutz calls moral "recipes" for daily existence. ûn this

manner, our social existence is shaped by the sequ.ences of actions

and relationships of expectations. 12 The former is concerned with

the future states of events , the latter with approaching social goals "

According to Schutz, since one tend.s to arrange the "recipes" with

respect to his actions, rather than in terms of scientific systems ,

the knowledge of ethical "recipes" is assumetl in orre"s social
a^

u,orld .lJ In other word.s , social order: is arrived at through the

acceptance of certain rules or norms of social behavior and the

acknowledgement of the values or beliefs und.erì-ying them; From

this vievpoint, the social value system is constituted by the moral

1)^-The aspect of relationships between expectations and actions
was discussed in a framework of human values and beiiefs which
determines the socj.al existence; See page 11.

13Âifr.d Schutz, Çollected Paperp II; Studies in Social Theory,
,{.rvid Brodersen,
pp.72-74 ar'd 92-93.
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rveight of means such as good", ought, should,, must an,l right.14 In

short, the role of ethics in society is to postulate the evaluative

criteria called "goodness" which is potentialiy related to all the

other variables of the universe through a "good.ness" function, which

is employed to judge whether one state of event is 'rbetter,, or
ttvr'orsett, than another.

However, over the wide range in an open variable system,

the variables of the world tend to be neutral in regard.s to good-
1(

ness." lt has to be notecl that social order in the orga.nization of

human comrmrnities becomes difficult and uncertain as a social

evaluative medium, when the society is faced with radical and rapid

changes. Thus, in periods of rapid social change, social ethics need

to be reorganized. The formulation of ethical imperatives in society

Ís not universal in this sense. Once again Winter writes that:

Certain ethical norms may have a long continuing
authority (indÍvidual libert5r in American experience);
but the meaning changes wit¡rL the developing character
of man;s social existence, especi.ally in terms of rapid
social:change o o. þence, social ethics Ís hiétorically
relative , . .- (In short), social ethics is, thus, the
continuing and daily business of man and in his social
existence; it seeks universals but works with the a.
relativities of an historically conC.itioned situation, l o

l4cibron Winter , " hrtroduction: Religion , Ethic s , and Society,, ,
SoF.ial EthicsrG^" \Minter, ed., Cl.üew York, I{arper and Rowffifi-eril969), p"7.
lsKurrrru,h E" Boulding, The Olganizational Revolution, Cl'Jew
York, Harper and Brolhe
16W'rna"", "Introduction: Religion, Ethics, and SocÍety',, p.B,
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A-ccorcling to Boulding, however, the goodness function can be

broken down into two links. He states as follows:

The first is a statenent of relationship, that i.s , of
' possibility or impossibÍlit-v ". " the second is an

approval of results, according to some criterion of
goodness ... The first link is *l\at properly belongs
to science, the secr)nd to ethics.l/

br this context, science deals with the study of factual happenings ,

whereas ethics deals with the judgement of values in relation to the

factual situations. For insta-nce , "if we clo not eat food , we will

clie in so many d.ays" , or "if we d.o not control indu strial smoke in

our environment, the atmosphere will be contaminated by waste."

The-se are factual statements as a result of scientific stud.ies.

However, that "death and air pollution are bad" is an ethical or

evaluated statement in accordance with the survival factors.

Social Ethics and Social Science

The ethical reference may be by no means exclusively

social.. However, since the ethical stanclard s in the eeneral

cha-racter of human affairs have a social relevance, it may not be

possi'ble to conceive human conduct without the social reference"

Therefore, ethical stand.ards need to be the regulator of mutual

rights and obligations, and of the criteria governinþ social inter-

acti.on, Hence, social science is of great direct importance to

1'7'' Boulding , The Organizational Revolution , p. xvi.
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social ethics.18 In this respect, the er¡aluation of social inquiry is
conclusive and determinabLe in the social ethics, while social

science is concerned with the problems of social conditioning.

Furthermore, in the course of factuai inc¡uiry, the evaruative

concern is the lea<ling consideration in the social ethics.19

In its practical involvement in society, social etrrics is

directed at problems of practice and organization frorn theoretical,

systematic and generalized perspectives. It must be based on a

cbmmitment to clarity of ideas, to examining the rational consis-

tency of evaluative norrn-s and to organizing disciplines within

"ociuty.20 This does not mean, however, that the recommend.ations

for social policy identifies the social ethics. As Bouiding states:

The ethics is involved in the kind" of ethicaJ evaluation
which are pre-requisite for policy counsel or
h¡pothetic-al propositions of social sciqnce before any
policy recommendations can be made. zl

I¡ other words, what the social ethics is concerned with ís criterra

for judgements, suitable to be applied to the prroblems of practice

and organization" with respect to the social ethics, the various

potentialities in the field of the problems can be measured by means

of the goodness function.

lBTai"ott Parsons, The-.gç¡!,l!!r1 System, (Glencoe, Illinois, The
Free Press, 1959), p.f4:-

;

10^-Winter , " Introduction: Reiigion , Ethic s and Society" , p. 10.

'olotu=, n.n.
?1"--Boulding, The. ûrganizational Revolution, p "7 "
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.¿tlthough dealing with the problem of definin_e1 evaluative

criteria, social ethics is also dependent upon knorvledge of the

factual situation. Again, W-inter states that: 
.

The etrrlicist has the problem of clarifying and
grounding the imperatives which are relevant to
particular issues; he also has to delineate charac-
teristics that mark the embodiment of submersion of
these imperatives in particular social arrangements
" ". The social ethicist, (therefore), ha*. to develop
criteria to designate the presence of a value and
investigate the act1rgl states of afTairs where studies
are not available

He explains further that the d,escriptive task of social ethics is

indrspensable when the specification of cond.itions have to be met

by the policy maker for the realization of imperatives, Therefore,

the policy maker may have to be directed by the soci.al ethicist who

must, before arriving at appropriate poì.i.cies, uncover the purpose

in exploring ethicaL issues and clarifying them as he begins to

comprehend the situatj.on. However, when an ali.enation arises

between social science and social ethics, ethicrsts are depend.ent

upon scientific research, In understanding the problems of ethical

order the descriptive generalizations of science are required by

ethicists. On the contrary, through a collaborative approach,

many of the impì.ì.cit evaluations and ethical concerns of the social

scientists can be clarified and enriched..

22w'rr,.ru", "Lntroduction: Reiigion, Ethics and Soci€ty",
p. 11
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Social E_thics aq4 :lociai Polic.y

From the above it may be seen that emphasis on the various

elements of moral considerations must be provided in the policy

making process since the moral image in society has a function of

elucidating the alternatives on the moral problerrs in the course of

developing public policy" Thu.s, the ultimate concerî. of societal

policy planning must be based upon the ethical image of society.

In this corrtext, the policy maker can cultivate the practical integrity

of the society by challenging its inequitÍes and bringing nroral ccn-

siderations to bear on its societal policies.

Different views on social ethics may organize different ways

of social ethical consid.erations. One way of orpanizing the elements

of social ethics can be expressed in terms of the ethical absolutism.

An ethical absolute value orients the moral order as the expression

of man's nature and fulfiLment; in religious terms, or in terms of a

principle of love seeing man as ultimate concerrt for being. How-

ever, in this stud.y we shall not. i¡volve ourselves in these natures of

ethical viewpoints but rather, our attention will be focusecl on the

view of ethical relativism" Max'Weber calls this view as "an ethic.s

of responsibility in u¡hich one has to give on account of the foresee-

able resulis oi one's action". He continues that:

. . . a man who believes in an ethic of responsibitity takes
account of precisely the average deficiences of people;
" . . he does not even have the right to presuppose their
goodness and perfection" He does not feel in a position to
burden others with the results of his own actions so far
as he was able to foresee them; he will say these
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results are ascribed to *y a.tiorr.23

This approach stresses the survivai of the society - its conditions

of existence" For the survival of socÍety, policy is good. when the

ethics lead to the societal existence and development in relation to

the social problems; ethical norms are relatively regulative,

reflecting the stages of d.evelopment of the society in terms of the
)/,problems."* The ultimate interest of the pollution control in

ro.i.ty, for example, can be interpreted by this ethical viewpoint,

A somewhat similar concept of the survival of the society is

developed" by Reinhold. Niebuhr. He emphasizes that a human being

is "bound to,seek the realization of his true naturer'. According to

him:

. ". the will-to-live . " " transmutes into the wilL-to-
power or into desire for 'power and glory'" Man, beíng
more than a natural creature, is not interested merely in
physical survival but in prestige of social approvaì.
Having the inlelligence to anticipate the perils in which he
stands in nature and history, he.invariably seeks to gain
security against these perils þy enhancing his pou¡er,
individually and collectiv ely " 

25

Therefore, accord.ing to Niebuhr, the ultimate purpose of

the task of analysing and of tracing human conducts is to "find

political methods r¡¡hich will offer the most promise of achieving
I

1ao'Ma* Weber, ",Politics as a Vocation",,SIgLMax \tr/'eber's
Essays in Sociology, Hans Gerth and C- ffi.,
(New York, Oxford University Press , 1967), pp.I2O-I21"
24Wtrr,"", 

"firtroduction; Religion, Ethics and Soci€ty" , p. 15- 16.

2sR,urrrhold Niebuhr, "The Children of Sight and the Children of
Darkness", Social_¡fhç9"_G. Winter, ed. , Oüew York, Harper
and Row, Pffi, p.153"
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an ethÍcal social goal for society". The foilowrng inquiries may be

the imperatives of judgement for the political methods:

1. Do they do justice to the moral resources and
possibiiities in human nature and provide for the
exploitation of every laten[ moral capacity in man?

2" Do they take account of the iimitations of human
nature, particularly those wh¡çh manifest themselves
in man's coilective behavíor?¿o

Since public policy prbdlcts a social preference into the

future with an intrinsic view that it may be one of'the better course

of events, these ethical views of human fulfilment becolne extrinsic

in establishing societal goals. Social policy, then, must be based

on the ethical ord.er of society.

In summary, social science, social ethics and social policy

are interwoven in the rational course of human afi'airs" When the

three move from reflections to recommendations for societal goals,

social ethics can be expressed as tlie principal medium, or the

bridge, between social science a.nd social policy. Thus. a rational

way of sha.ping man's future can be adjusted on the public grouncl of

social ethics.

26Nr"brrhr, Molal Man and lrr,rmorai Society, p.xxiv.
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CHAPTER V

THE ROLE OF FUNCTIONAL R,TTIONALTTY AND
IRRÁ.TION,.TLITY IN THE PL,q.NNING PROCESS

The role of functionality in the planning system is only

relative to purposive activities characterized b_v substantial
1

reaiity.' Since the planning process can be considered as a

serÍes of goal oriented a,ctions, the process requires an efficient

functional ad.justment in order to effectuate the course of action.

Therefore, functional rationality anC irrationality exist within the

context of the purposive process. Wi,thout purposiveness, the role

of functional rationality and irrationality become absurd. When a

function in the planning process is aimed in a positive directron

tou,ards a d"etermined goa1, it is considered functronally rational.

Whereas, when a function is moving in a negatÍve directi.on, it is

called functionally iz,rational.

In this light, two issues require examination; one, functional

components in the planning process; and two, concepts jn the

planning system concerned with given situation. The former is

divi,iLed- into two parts, ind.icative and adjustive functions, while the

latter is concerned with the developmental and adaptive natures of

the pianning system.2

1-See page 4 for definition of substantialÍty and functionalÍty in
relation to rationaiity and il'rationality"
2I, i., taken for granted that knowled.ge is expan,ìing and changing.
Therefore, developmentaì.: planning deals rvith the expanding nature
of knowledge, while the adaptive planning deals with changing nature
of knowLedge, See page 63for elaborated analysis"
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A" INDiCATIVE FUNCTION IN THE PLÂNNING PROCESS

GoaIs and Objectives

The indicative function in the planning process can be

expressed as the role of goals in the process" This type of function
has a dua.l nature, substantiar and functional. Tlie former is con-

tained in the reality of the goal itself , the latter is concerned rvith
the evaluative media for the procedural states of the given situation.
In other words, the substantial nature of the j.ndicative lunction is
concerrled with the existence of the end state of the planning system.

The functional nature deals with the rearizatiou of the end state.

The role of goals in the process can be describecl as the vital force

determrning not only proposed. actions but also directing the entire
course of inquiry and study.3

The examination of goals in the planning system falls into

two categories, that is, the qualitative aspect and the quantitative

aspect" Referring to Young, these aspects can be seen in terms of

a goal and objective framework. He asserts that:

l. q a goal is an icìeal and sho'ld be expressed. in abstractform;- it is_ a value. to be sought after, not an object to
be achieved. An objective . .-. is capáble of both 6.ttain-
ment and measurement; its inherent Þurpose is impliciirather than e_xp_licit ..'. In general, þori. ãrã unirrersal
and lastilg while objects change undõr varying circum_
sta.nces 

" 
+

3Yorr.rg, 
"Goals

aIotq. , p.78"

and GoaL- Setting',, p.79.
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From this viewpoint, the qualitative aspect of goars ancr the

quantitative aspect of objectives can be ex.aminecl in regard to long-

term potenti.al as rvell as immediate potentral. c-vert and March

state that:

The goals of business frrms are a .serics of more or less
independent constraints imposeci on the organi.zation
through a process of bargaining among porential coalition
member.s and elaborated over time in response to short
run potential" In the long run, studies of the qoals of a
business firm mrrst reflect the adaptation of eoals to
change in the coalition strrcture.5

B. ADJUSTIVE FUNCTION lN'TFIE PLÂNNING PROCESS

Co-ordination i¡r the Co-operative Process

When individuals , groups or agents sh.rre a common goal,

and each participant has competent knowledge and tnforlnation as to

what the ot.hers are doingr co-operative action is required. in orcler

to make adequate decisions. For example, when a group of people

participate in building a house, each rvould have his owr.L ideas. If
they do not communicate with each other, the resultant house would

not satjsfy anyone Ín the group" hr this case, they.vould. probably

meet with a better result if they adopteÀ and followecl co-operative

ideas' hr this matter, the co-operative action is concerned. with the

integration of the participants into an operatronal. system. In order

to proceed with the operation properly, the system may require

co-ordination, ln connection with this,aspect of f'unctionality in the

SRi.hu."d M" Cyert and
Firm, (New'York n John

James G, March, Beh.'rvioral Theory of
Wit*yand Sons,'Im
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co-operative process, Simon writes as follows:

A major purpose of the planning and organizine that
precedes any activity is not merely to put each
participant in the job he can best fiil, but ro permit
each to perform accurate expectations as to what the
others are going to do . . . it would clarify " , . to
use the term co-operation for activity in which the
participants share a common goal, and co-ordination
for the process of informing each as 1.o the planned
behaviors of the others. Hencer co-operation will
usualLy be ineffective ... in the absenãe of co-
ordination. o

Therefore, it can be said that co-ordination is required for

ad justment by all. the participants of rhe shared decisions.

Neil 1M" Chamberlain distinguishes co-ordinating

activities into two different aspects, pþsica1 and non-physical.

According to him, co-ordination can be exercised in relation to

the technical aspects of an operation as well as to the humanistic

aspects. The forrner involves the manipulation of physical things

with respect to the efficiency of the organizational parts, The

latter, which is superimposed on the former, deals with adjustment

over the people on whom the functionality of the organization
.7

depends. / ta organizational practice, physical components may not

necessarily need, to be motivated to co-operate while human agents

usually need to be motivated" In other words, as Parsons says,

"decisions of policy and decisions of allocation of responsibility , " ,

65̂tmon, Administrative Behavior, pp "71-72.
TNorl 'W" Chamberlain,
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

P-r-ivate an9 Public Planning, (New York,
,I9b5), p.b.
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ieave open the question of motivation to proper performance,,.B

The duality of physical and non-physical components in the

planning system seems to support the notion of the co-cxistence of

substantiality and functionality in the co-ordinative process. Again,

Simon explains this nature of co-ordination in terms of a procedural

and substantive concept. He stares thet:

By procedural co-ordination is meant 1.he specification
of the organization itsell " " " substantive có-ordina.tion
is concerned with the content of the organizationrs
activities .9

The procedural co-ordination, then, tends to tolerate the author-

itative. nature of the functional structure in the organizational

systern, since this aspect of co-ordination deals with the gener-

alizecj d.escription of the behaviors an<l the relationship of the

components in the system. .There appears to be an integrative

issue, for according to Parsons , whiie the system rs require<i to

achier¡e the many complex contributions to an oreanization goal,

the special t5rpes of actions canrrot be presumed to be motivated by

the mere nature of the participants independently. of the organ-

izational situation " 
10

Jan Tinbergen stresses the necessity of co-ordination in

relation to policy influenced by circumstances of emergency. \ÃIhen

oeTalcott Parsons, Structure and Process in Modern Societies.
(Glencoe, Illinois, '

o
'Simon, ¡tdministrative Behavior , p.L|O.
l0P.."rorrs, Structure and Process in lvlodern Soci.eties , p.34.
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strong tension appears between goals and reality, lhe situation has

to be guided by co-ord.inative measures. Therefore, countries

confronted with a u/ar, extreme povert.y, or deep depression,

require more co-ordinative ad justment than.one having more normaL
11srtuatrons "

However, the necessity of co-ordination is one thing, and a

result of the necessity is another. In fact, a difficult question

arises over the responsibility between the concentrical ancl

centrifugal pull of the co-ordination system" The formçr may resu.lt

ur-. lack of reality, the latter, confusion. This question seems to be

d.epend.ent upon the situation faced. by the organÍzatiorr.12

Communication and Co- ordination

On the basis of the foregoing analysis, it can be noted that

communication is an essential functional component m å-orclinatÍve

action. Cyert and March emphasize the importance of comrn:unicated

information in the co-operative process on the following basis:

To examine the effect of cliffering þoals .. . prepared by
individual niembers of organizations, and to consider
the net organizational effect of an informatiqn, system
operating under partÍal confiict of interest.lJ

ttJ.r, Tinbergen, Centrai Plannjng,-Clrlew Haven, Yale University
Piess, Ig64f, p"7-
12AIbu", Waterston. Development Piannins: Lessons of
Experience, (Baltimo , pp"
26Tmhis aspect is also-elaboraied in terms of "centiálization
and decentralization", see page 60"
1)'rCyert and March, A Behavioral Theory of the F-irm, p"67 

"
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Therefore, from this viewpoint, information is not only' sougllt

through search behavior by the organization, but also processed.

Referring to March and Simon, the greater the efficiency of

communication in the co-operative process, the more interd.ependent

it becomes. Increasing lhe efficiency of comnmnicatron involves both

qualitative and quantitative aspects of i.nquiries, The qualitative

aspect is concerned. with the classification of schemes which are

significant to the program-evokin.g aspect of communication. The

quantitative aspect with co-ordination bJ' feed.back as well as

standard.ization of the co-ordinative ,rr.diu..14 The aspect of "goals

and objectives" in the planning process, for example, can be

explained in terms of this d.uaL aspect of commttnication inquiries.15

This duality, also, can be examined. in the context of the

language system in our culture. .It is relatively simple to descri.be

and to communicate concrete objects that are tangible or stand.ard.ized.

For example, in public planning, the Master Plan, as a physical end,

employs technically standard.ized d.evices for the sake of comprehen-

,i..ur"rr.16 On the other hand., it is extremely clifficult to

T4
James G. March and Herbert Â. S-im_on, Organlaations, (New

York, John Wiley and Sons, hc", 1958), pî[ü
15S"" 

"Goa1s and..Objectives" in this chapter on page $J.
16A..o"ding to Simon, although in pubtic planning a Master Plan
is required to be comprehensive enough for th.e sake of commun--
icatiol to the general public, "public planning should focus its
attention on thè crucial rstandardization problems"', See his
article, "Research for Choice", Enyironmenl a4¡lP_qþ9yt^W. R"
Ewald,' ed", (Bloomington, Indian@68), p "37O "
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communÍcate intangible and non- standardized objects " AIso the

subjective world of different knowledge structureslT u.-or,.g people

resuLts in the same situation. "lJncertainty absorption"lB takes

place when these d.ifficulties are presented.in communication.

Herbert J" Gans has observed the problem of communication difficul-

ties in his stud.ies of the residents in Bostonus West'End" He has

recommended for the communicô.tion problem betveen the residents

and the red-evelopment agency that first, in order to prevent the.

development of rumors due to an information vacuum, the arnount

of information given to the residents be maximized; and second,

the agents should be trained. to understand, the nature of the project

which they are involved with so that they have more insight into what

the presented, issues mqan to the residents and thus r can develop a

more tolerant attÍtude toward.s their reu-ctions,19

Another phase of communication in the co-ordination process

is the necessit¡r of definite channels where information can flow by

meaïì.s of a formal plan or by the gradual development of a formal

program. In other words, as Simon views: :

Information and stimuli move from sources to points of
decisions; instructions move from points of decision

l7Thrr aspect is discussed in Chapter lV A, see page 37 .

18Ma..h and Simon, Organizations, pp. 1.64-L66.

19H""bu"t J. Gans, "The Human Implication of Current Redevel-
..opment and Relocation Planning", The Journal of the 4merican
lnstitute of Planners, 25(1), 1959, p.24"
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to points of action; information of results move ,"o*
points of action to points of decision and. control.2O

Thus, this aspect of the communication system tend s to establish a

hierarchical stnrcture in the co-ordinating process. This means

that the stmcture of the communication system tends to be

centralized in order to maximize the efficiency of co-ordination.

Therefore, it is necessary to elaborate upon adjustnrent in terms

of centralization and decentralization.

Centralization and Decentralizati.on

An analysis of the functional advantages and disadvantages of

centralizing or decentralizing the co-ordination process is now üs€:

fuI. Since the need for co-ord.ination arises, from the necessity to

effectuate and channelize the knowledge and information in the

planning system, an authoritative core is required to enforce

responsibility on to individuals to secure expertise in making

decisions, as well as to stimulate the co-ord.ination of activÍties.

Therefore, the employment of authori.ty as a means for co-ordination

of group activities reflects the essential substantive role to which

this means can be applieð,.2I h other words, authority becomes the

po\ver necessary to make decisions which guide the action of ind,ivi-

duals in the planning system" In this sense there appears to be a

relationship between superior and subordÍnate. when a plan of

20M..".h

'2L ^.51mon,

p"167.

p. 133.

and Simor, kllejig,
Administrative Behavior,
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action for subordÍnates is adopted by the superior, it is commun-

icated in the process to the subordinates; the final stage is then an

acceptance of this plan by the subordinates. The authontative

function comes into play after this acceptance.22 However, the

limitation of the authoritative power is u'ithin the confines of the

subordinaters willingness to accept the superiorf s d.ecisions. This

means that the commitment of the subordinate for the determined

action can be expected only within the context of the accepted.
)'2decision."" Therefore, acceptance by the subord.inate must be a

sufficÍent stimuius in itself to actualize the decision in question,

Then a reasonable superior-subordinate relationship will be set up

in the course of action" As Popper argues,

we must not overlook the fact that it j,s easJ¡ to : '

centralize power but impossible to centralize all
knowledge which is distributed over many indrvidual
minds.24

Chamberlain also notes that there appears to be a tendency towards

centralized authority, when.superiors in the system seek to defend

the system'q integrity" Then, gradually it causes inefficiency in

the system" He explains as followsl

With the passage of time, the tightness of the premises
(from which the subsystem derives its direction) is
like154 to result in an unacceptable inefficiency. Since
in closing off discretion it closes off the capacity to deal

"^ru. , p.L24.
23Pa"ro.rs, The Social System, p.!$.
z4Popp"r, The Poverty of Historicism, pp,89-90.
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with the unexpected . .. in order to preserve the
efficiency of the subsvstem, top management must act,
but this time to enlarge subsy5tem discretion -,._
decentralization becomes the order of th.e day.zJ

lvlarch and. Simon argue that the question of centralization

and decentralization is related to cognitive matter. Since we have

to accept the limited human capability of handling information, and.

the fact that human motivation is relatively dependent upon his

subjective interest, decentralizing the power handling information

ma.v be a better way than centralizing it.26 According to their

theory, the principle of bounded rationatityzT is con.siderecl as an

important force influencin*q decentralization as the only means of

reconciling planning with d.emocracy,2B Referring to the experience

of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), three distinct character-

istics of decentralized ad.ministration can be ascertained;

1" It is one in which the greatest number of d-ecisions
is made on the spot.

2" It must develop as far as possible the active
participation of the people themselves.

3" It must co-ordinate the work of ¡Lll other agencies
concerned. and the co-ordination must be in the
field " 

29

1É
'JChamberlain, Private and Public Planning_, p"45"
26Mu.".h and Simon, grganlraliors: pp. 2æ-2Ag"
27 5"" Bound,ed Rationality Model in Chapter III B, page 34.
28¡.,itu.rl Huxley, TVA: Adr,enture in Planninq, (London, The
Afchitectural Pre
29-- Loc. crt"
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In this context, Philip selznick also credits the TVA's efforts

as follows;

., " the TVÂ's-emphasis on participation is explained
as a catòhword, sãtÌsfying the ageàcy's needs-to
transform alt unorganized citizenry into a reliable 30instrument for the achievement of administrative goals.-

C. THE ROLE OF THE PLANNING SYSTEM

As mentioned, human knowledge and the human capability

for handling that knowledge is limited; also, the intentiona}ity

of human knowing attempts continuousþ to expand the structure of

knowled.ge and consequently the structure tends to be mo<iified-

continuourly.3l I¡ this respect, value determinants, which \rrere

consid.ered universal in the previous state, woni-d be changed by

the newly expand.ed. knowled.ge strï.cture. The planning system has

to ad.just to the ever expanding and changing formation of human

intellectual resources. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the

planning system in accordance with the developmental as weLl as

ada.ptive'natures of the knowledge system. In this connection

Melvin M. Webber notes that:

... the rate of di.scovery and. invention has been
explosive during these past tryo decades; and yet

30efrtttp Selznick, TV,t and the Grqss Roots, (Berkeiey and Los
Angeles, Universit 3), p .2OO:
?1"*According to Heelan, the intention of the orientation of human
knowing - "noetic intention" - is an attitude of inquiry " ..
accornpanied by an active search for what is already foreshadowed
in some way by the questioning .. " while noetic intentrons are
invariant elements in the stmcturing of the world, the world . . .
is an organically growing system which evolves and develops
according to the special intentionaiity laws which rrle it. See
his book guantum Mechanics and Objectivity , pp.3-4.
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we in the develoqqd world seem to have accepted e\.en
that fact as a stable condition and take rapid'change
as a normalr Do-change condition. perhaps this iË^..
further indication of our 1arge adaptive caþacitíe ,.32

From this viewpoj.nt, when social theory advanceso the human

capability to predict social change wili be improved. ln effect
the emergence of a new way of thinking about the future is
dependent upon the consequences of knowredge expansion. There-
fore, as Wsbber emphasi.zes:

This new concept of the future represents a remarkable
çþange that.is potentially a.s impoi.tant qq any of ttrã
d.evelopments that are now buil<ling up.J-

Ilence, the planning system must be adjusted in this context.

The role of the planning system takes on a two-fold aspect;

one is concerned with the expanding nature of social events, while
the other is concerned with the changing nature of the events.

Fried.mann views this aspect of the planning system as a function

of the system maintaining actions in society. ¿{ccording to hin:
System ma.intgining actions nay be either ad.apti.ve or
developmental " . . Adaptive actions strive to maintain
the equi.librium of a societal system in the face of
chaiging external conditions or unforeseen internal
changes. Developmental actions are concerrì.ed with
changes that will;propel a society toward new forms of
self- reaiization. J4

32M.l..rn M. V/ebber, "planning in an
Partl'@,-39(3),
33IÞ!q. , p.1Bo.
34¡otn Fried,mann, "Notes on Societal Action,,, Jorrrnal of the
American Instüure of planners, 35(5) , 1969, p',fifr-See aTlo

"i]òï tn. niätysis óf plannÍne
Behavjortr, Administrative Science Quarterly-, IZ(2), 1967 , "
pp. ¿¿5- ¿5¿.

Environment of Change",
1.968, p"779.
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This assertion coincides with that of Chamberlain, for he

expresses that this concept can be seen in accordance vith short

run as well as long rrrn performance in social action" In the

immed.iate .organizational process, components can be inte.gratecl

into a co-ord.ination system and are thus interdependent of one

another. Hence, it is an ongoing performance with incremental

change being made at various stages to better achieve the

organizationrs objectives. However, when expectatj.ons are not

met, the planning process invokes the application of controls to

accomplish the aim. In the long run, on the contrary, a different

initiative may be required for incremental change on its own may

not be enough. There must be. adaptive planning which modifies

the organizationts ongoing activity into new categories of

activities,35 This view is also echoed in Frierlmann's statement

that:

Under developmental planning, there is a high degree
of autonomy with respect to the setting of ends and
the choice of means; under adaptive plannine, most
decisions are heavily contingent on thè açtions of
others exterrral to tlie planniîg slstem.36

In this relation, the planning system takes two different charac-

teristics; that is, allocative and innovative. Allocative planning

is concerned with f'the formation and. adaption of criteria for

.)É

"Chamberlain, Private and lublic Planningr pp.174-175,

36F"r.d.^ann, "A Conceptual Model for the Analysis of Planning
Behavior", pp "229-230 "
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distributions.of resources among competing uses". 'w-hiie inno-

vative planning is concerned with ,,the mobilization and organ-

ization of resources for a specific and, ,r"rv ,rru,,.39

20
"'Friedmann, "Notes on Societal Action", p.313.
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CI]APTER VI

CONCLU SION

hr order to understand the naûrre of the pranning proceiss

this study has attempted to examine rationality and Ìrrationality
in the light of substantiality and functionality. subsrantiality

exists in itself as weLl as governs functional rationality and

irrationality, whereas functionality is only relative to the

purposiveness of the substantiality" Thus, objectivity becomes

an essential condition when one defines what is rationai and

irrational. Rationality and irrationality in their substanriaL

nature, stand on either subjective or objective ground-s;. while

in their functional nature, trr.Ley appear as positiveness or
negativeness, Hence, the planning process has been defined as

a rational adþstment by means of prediction and control over

irrationality.

Values are important as an indicative functio¡r in the

planning process" In social planning, in order to reasonably

conduct the ongoing activities towards the intended goal, the

value measurement in the performance has to be based on the

social goodness as the evaluative media, thusly social ethics.

Finaliy, the study has attempted to illustrate the role of function-

ality in terms of the indicative and. adjustive functions as well as

in terms of the planning system in social action.
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In summary, this study has furnished some characteristics

of the planning process" tsut why carry out such an examination

in the first place? What may be gained from this srudy?

First, in order to rationalize pì.anning efforts, decision-

makers have to understand the nature of the world and. have to

realize their limitations of knowledge and capabilities of hanáling

knowledge" Hence, there is no perfect sense of rationality, but

rather a Iimited one. By accepting this limitation, decision-

makers may become reasonable. Second, with the acceptance of

limited rationality, policy makers have to search "continuously"

for common ttgood.ness" and. end.eavour to reduce common

"bad.ness" u Third , the planning system has to be organized. in

such a manner that immed.iate problems are solved by means of

developmental planning while at the same time long term happenings

are organized in the planning system with respect to sociaL

adaptation"
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